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24 February
Asian stocks rose, with the regional benchmark index on course for 
the highest close in a month, as telecommunication and health-care 
companies led gains.

Hong Kong stocks rose, rebounding from a one-week low, as Tencent 
Holdings Ltd. paced gains among technology shares. HSBC Holdings 
Plc slid after the lender’s profit missed estimates.

Gold traded near a 16-week high even as some investors deemed the 
rally excessive on expectations the Federal Reserve will keep its plan 
to reduce U.S. stimulus.

China’s stock-index futures rose. The benchmark index was poised to 
gain after posting its biggest drop in seven weeks yesterday on losses 
for property developers and banks.

25 February
China’s yuan traded near the weakest level in seven months as the 
central bank lowered its daily reference rate amid speculation it is 
looking to counter one-way appreciation speculation on the currency.

Asian stocks fell, with the regional benchmark index paring its first 
monthly gain since October, after a report showed flagging U.S. 
consumer confidence and amid concern about a growth slowdown 
in China.

China’s stocks fell for a fifth day, dragging down a gauge of property 
companies to its lowest level since November 2012. The yuan 
weakened for a seventh day.

A storm moving through the eastern U.S. may bring as much as 3 
inches (7.6 centimeters) of snow to Washington and lesser amounts to 
New York and Boston overnight.

27 February
The yen strengthened against most of its 16 major peers as rising 
tensions in Ukraine boosted haven demand.

China’s yuan headed for the worst month in two decades on 
speculation the government will broaden the currency’s trading band 
after allowing more volatility in the exchange rate.

Japan’s yen headed for its longest rising streak versus the euro in 
15 months as reports that armed men seized an airport in Ukraine’s 
Crimea region stoked haven demand. Hong Kong shares climbed 
with South Korea’s won and ...

The baht headed for its biggest monthly advance since September 
as gains in global stocks improved risk sentiment, offsetting concern 
Thailand’s continuing political unrest is damaging growth.

28 February
Asian stocks fell and measures of equity volatility surged amid 
escalating geopolitical tension over Ukraine and after an official 
gauge of Chinese manufacturing dropped to an eight-month low.

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry is traveling to Ukraine today as 
western leaders seek to respond to Russia seizing control of the eastern 
European country’s Black Sea region of Crimea.

Asian stocks and U.S. equity-index futures tumbled with emerging-
market currencies while the yen, gold and Treasuries gained as 
tensions over Russia’s intervention in Ukraine intensified. Wheat 
climbed the most since August ...

Japanese stocks fell, with the Topix index poised for a fourth day of 
declines, after the yen gained amid demand for haven currencies as 
Russia seized control of Ukraine’s Crimea region.

26 February
Vale SA, the world’s largest iron- ore producer, posted a record 
quarterly loss after settling a decade-long tax dispute and writing down 
the value of an asset in Argentina amid slowing Chinese demand.

Malaysia’s ringgit snapped a four- day winning streak after U.S. data 
added to prospects the Federal Reserve will keep cutting stimulus.

The Bitcoin Foundation, an advocacy group for the nascent digital 
currency, provided information to federal prosecutors this week that 
aided a probe into Mt. Gox, a shuttered exchange in Tokyo.

Palm oil may extend a rally as dry weather in the main growing 
regions in Southeast Asia spurs speculation of lower output growth just 
as biodiesel demand expands, according to hedge fund manager 
Michael Coleman.
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